Context. Magnesium abundances of cool stars with different metallicities are important for understanding the galactic chemical evolution.
Introduction
Magnesium plays an important role in studies of cool stars. It affects atmospheric structure through donation of free electrons and significant contribution of Mg i photoionization to the ultraviolet (UV) opacity. Magnesium is a key element for studing the history of α−process nucleosynthesis in the Universe. The Mg/Fe abundance ratio of metal-poor (MP) stars carries on an information on the initial mass function and star formation rate in our Galaxy, dwarf galaxies of the Local Group, and distant galaxies (see Tolstoy et al. 2009, for references) . Magnesium is one of the best observed elements in A to late type stars, though it is represented by only few lines of neutral atoms in the visual spectral range. The Mg ib lines at 5167, 5172, and 5183 Å can be measured over a wide range of metallicity from super-solar values down to [Fe/H] 1 = −5.5 (Frebel et al. 2005 ) and over a wide range of effective temperature from 3000 K up to 12000-13000 K (Przybilla et al. 2001) . In stellar atmospheres with T eff > 4500 K, neutral magnesium is a minority species, and its statistical equilibrium (SE) can easily deviate from thermodynamic equilibrium due to deviations of the mean intensity of ionizing radiation from the Planck function. Since the end of the 1960s, the problem of non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (NLTE) line formation for Mg i in stellar atmospheres was considered in many studies. The model atoms of Mg i were created by Athay & Canfield (1969) , Lemke & Holweger (1987) , Send offprint requests to: L. Mashonkina; e-mail: lima@inasan.ru 1 In the classical notation, where [X/H] = log(N X /N H ) star − log(N X /N H ) S un . Mauas et al. (1988) , Gigas (1988) , Carlsson et al. (1992) , Mashonkina et al. (1996) , Zhao et al. (1998) , Gratton et al. (1999) , Idiart & Thévenin (2000) , Przybilla et al. (2001) , Mishenina et al. (2004) , Merle et al. (2011) .
This study was motivated by recent detailed quantum mechanical calculations of Barklem et al. (2012, hereafter, BBSGF) for inelastic Mg+H collisions. The role of inelastic collisions with neutral hydrogen atoms in establishing the SE of atoms in cool stars is debated for decades. Steenbock & Holweger (1984) implemented the classical Drawin (1968 Drawin ( , 1969 formula to calculate H i collision rates, and it suggests that their influence is comparable to electron impacts. Till recent time, laboratory measurements and/or detailed quantum mechanical calculations of collisions with H i atoms were only available for Na i and Li i (see Barklem et al. 2011, for references) . Based on these data, the Drawin's formalism has been criticized for not providing a realistic description of the physics involved and overestimating the collision rates. Interestingly, spectroscopic studies of Na i also suggest that the Drawin's formula strongly overestimates the Na+H collision rates. For example, Allende Prieto et al. (2004) reproduced the center-to-limb variation of the solar Na i 6160Å line with pure electronic collisions. At the same time, the need for a thermalizing process not involving electrons in the atmospheres of, in particular, very metal-poor stars, was indicated by many NLTE line-formation studies (see Mashonkina et al. 2011 , and references therein).
The main goal of this paper is to investigate how the use of recent data of BBSGF on Mg+H collisions influences the NLTE results for Mg i. We started from analysis of the solar Mg i lines, for which the departures from LTE are small and the derived abundances are not influenced by H i collision treatment. It was found that the two lines Mg i 4703 Å and Mg i 5528 Å give significantly lower abundance compared with that from the Mg ib lines and also compared with the meteoritic value. To understand the source of discrepancies and to separate effects of oscillator strengths and van der Waals broadening, we moved to the hotter A-type stars. The paper is organized as follows. All our results are based on the NLTE line formation for Mg i. The model atom of magnesium and the used atomic data are described in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we derive abundances from individual Mg i lines in the solar spectrum and in the spectra of four well studied A-type stars. Section 4 investigates the effect of Mg+H collisions on the SE of magnesium and NLTE abundances for the two very metalpoor ([Fe/H] < −2, VMP) stars. We compare the NLTE results from calculations using Mg+H collision data of BBSGF and using the classical Drawinian rates. The NLTE abundance corrections are presented for lines of Mg i in the grid of metal-poor model atmospheres. Our conclusions are given in Sect. 5.
Method of NLTE calculations for magnesium
This study uses a comprehensive model atom that includes 85 levels of Mg i, 2 levels of Mg ii, and the ground state of Mg iii. For Mg i, we rely on the model atom produced by Zhao et al. (1998) , who carefully investigated atomic data on the energy levels, transition probabilities, and photoionization cross sections. In this study, the calculation of collisional rates was updated. For electron-impact excitation, we used rate coefficients of Mauas et al. (1988) , where available, and the same recipes as in Zhao et al. (1998) for the remaining transitions. Ionization by electronic collisions is calculated from the Seaton (1962) formula with a mean Gaunt factor set equal to g = 0.1 for Mg i and to 0.2 for Mg ii. For H i impact excitations and charge transfer processes Mg i + H i ↔ Mg ii + H − , rate coefficients were taken from detailed quantum mechanical calculations of BBSGF.
Singly ionized magnesium is represented in our model atom by the two levels 3s 2 S and 3p 2 P
• . Their energies and g fvalue of the resonance transition were taken from the NIST database 2 (Ralchenko et al. 2008) . Photoionization is treated by utilizing Opacity Project cross-sections as available through the TOPBASE database 3 . In order to solve the coupled radiative transfer and statistical equilibrium equations, we used a revised version of the DETAIL program (Butler & Giddings 1985) . The update was described by Przybilla et al. (2011) .
Calculations were performed with plane-parallel (1D), LTE, and blanketed model atmospheres computed for given stellar parameters. These are the MAFAGS-OS models by Grupp et al. (2009) for the Sun and VMP stars, the LLMODELS models (Shulyak et al. 2004 ) by D. Shulyak for the three A-type stars, and the model by R. Kurucz 4 for Sirius. Table 1 lists the lines of Mg i used in abundance analyses for MP stars together with the adopted line data. Oscillator strengths were taken from laboratory measurements of Aldenius et al. (2007) calculations of Chang & Tang (1990) and measurements of Aldenius et al. (2007) amounts to 0.06 dex. The van der Waals broadening constants Γ 6 were computed with cross-sections and velocity parameters from Anstee & O'Mara (1995) and Barklem & O'Mara (1997) . Hereafter, these papers by Anstee, Barklem, and O'Mara are referred to as the ABO theory. The quadratic Stark effect broadening constants Γ 4 were taken from Dimitrijevic & Sahal-Brechot (1996) , except for Mg i 4571 Å, with Γ 4 from the VALD database (Kupka et al. 1999) .
Mg i lines in the Sun and A-type stars
In the galactic chemical evolution studies, stellar sample covers, as a rule, a range of metallicities of more than 3 dex. Table 1 give consistent abundances for the Sun, when employing the most up-to-date theoretical and experimental atomic data available so far. Observed solar spectrum was taken from the Kitt Peak Solar Flux Atlas (Kurucz et al. 1984) . We used the MAFAGS-OS solar model atmosphere with T eff /log g/[Fe/H] = 5780/4.44/0. Microturbulence velocity was fixed at V mic = 0.9 km s −1 . Element abundances from individual lines were determined from line-profile fitting using the code SIU (Reetz 1991) . The obtained results are presented in Table 2 . We find that (i) the NLTE effects are minor for each investigated line, (ii) abundances derived from the Mg ib and Mg i 4571 Å lines are consistent with the meteoritic value log A Mg,met 5 = −4.45 (Lodders et al. 2009 ), (iii) Mg i 4703 and 5528 Å give significantly lower abundances, by 0.24 dex and 0.15 dex, respectively. These discrepancies can arise from the uncertainty in either g f -values or/and Γ 6 values. The influence of atmospheric inhomogeneities on derived solar Mg abundance was evaluated by Asplund (2005) as −0.03 dex.
To test g f -values, we choose the three well studied stars Sirius, Vega, and 21 Peg (Table 3) , where the Mg i lines are insensitive to Γ 6 variation. The departures from LTE are expected to be larger in hot atmospheres than in the solar one. Thus, analysis of the Mg i lines in the A-type stars tests also our NLTE method. For each star, its stellar parameters and observed equivalent widths indicated in Table 2 and used to determine element abundances were taken from a common source cited in Table 3 . We find that, for each star, (i) the NLTE effects are minor for Mg i 4703 Å and 5528 Å, (ii) abundances from these two lines are consistent within 0.02 dex, in contrast to the solar case, (iii) departures from LTE for the Mg ib lines are significant, so that the NLTE abundance correction ∆ NLTE = log ε NLTE − log ε LTE ranges between −0.14 dex and −0.22 dex for different stars, (iv) the difference in NLTE abundance between the Mg ib and Mg i 4703, 5528 Å lines is smaller compared to that for the Sun. It is worth noting that it does not exceed 0.05 dex, when applying g f -values from a single source (Chang & Tang 1990 ) for all the investigated lines.
Return to the Sun. The abundance discrepancies found between different solar lines of Mg i can only be owing to van der Waals damping treatment, and they are removed by reducing the Γ 6 (ABO) values by 0.3 dex and 0.2 dex for Mg i 4703 Å and Mg i 5528 Å, respectively. The use of such corrections was justified by analysis of the Mg i lines in the cool subdwarf star HD 103095 (Table 3) . We obtained the difference (Mg i 4703, 5528 -Mg ib) = −0.18 dex, when using Γ 6 (ABO), and a significantly smaller value of +0.02 dex, with the above corrections. Table 2 presents Mg abundances of the late A-type star HD 32115, where Mg i 4703 Å and 5528 Å are less sensitive to Γ 6 variation. Both lines give identical abundances at log A Mg = −4.51, and the difference (Mg i 4703, 5528 -Mg ib) reduces to −0.07 dex, when employing the corrected Γ 6 -values. 
Influence of Mg+H collisions on the NLTE results for metal-poor stars
The departures from LTE for Mg i grow toward lower metallicity due to decreasing number of electrons donated by metals and decreasing collision rates and also due to decreasing the UV opacity resulting in increasing photoionization rates. The largest uncertainties in NLTE results are caused by the uncertainties in collisional data. Here, we evaluate for the first time the effect of applying Mg+H collision data of Barklem et al. (2012) on the SE of magnesium in two well studied VMP stars. HD 84937 represents the hot end of the stars that evolve on time scales comparable with the Galaxy lifetime. HD 122563, in contrast, is a cool giant (Table 3 ). are the SE and thermal (Saha-Boltzmann) number densities, respectively. In the line-formation layers, the Mg i levels have less populations compared with the thermal ones, independent of collision treatment, however, the magnitude of departures from LTE is significantly smaller in case of Mg+H collisions included compared with the case of pure electronic collisions. The main NLTE mechanism is overionization caused by superthermal radiation of a non-local origin below the thresholds of the 3p 3 P
• and 3p 1 P • levels. When taking Mg+H collisions into account, the charge transfer processes Mg i + H i ↔ Mg ii + H − establish close collisional coupling of excited terms of Mg i to the ground state of Mg ii and reduce their underpopulation. This effect is redistributed to the lower excitation levels via the bound-bound transitions, including the H i impact excitation and de-excitation processes. Table 4 presents abundances determined from individual lines of Mg i under different assumptions for line formation. It is worth noting that results for Mg i 4703 Å and 5528 Å do not depend on van der Waals damping treatment because both lines are weak. For each star, NLTE leads to depleted absorption in the lines at 4571, 4703, and 5528 Å due to overall overionization of Mg i in the atmospheric layers, where they form. As expected, the inclusion of Mg+H collisions leads to weaker NLTE effects compared with that for pure electronic collisions, such that ∆ NLTE reduces by 0.06-0.23 dex for different lines. For HD 122563, the NLTE effects have different sign for Mg i 4703 Å and Mg i 5528 Å, resulting in a remarkable consistency of abundances derived from these two lines.
Despite the low Mg abundance, the Mg ib lines are rather strong in both VMP stars. For each line, its core forms in the layers, where departure coefficient of the upper level 4s 3 S drops rapidly (Fig. 1) due to photon escape from the Mg ib triplet lines themselves resulting in dropping the line source function below the Planck function and enhanced absorption in the line core (Fig. 2) . NLTE leads to depleted absorption in the line wings due to overall overionization in deep atmospheric layers. However, this effect is predominated by NLTE strengthening for the line core, such that the obtained NLTE abundances are lower compared with the corresponding LTE ones and lower compared with those from the other lines, independent of collisional rate treatment. The difference ∆ log ε(Mg i 4703,5528 -Mg ib) is smaller in the case of Mg+H collisions included than in the case of pure electronic collisions and amounts to 0.09 dex and 0.12 dex for HD 84937 and HD 122563, respectively. For LTE abundances from the Mg ib lines, we used EWs, because their profiles cannot be fitted at the LTE assumption. Despite the latter fact, the obtained LTE abundances are consistent within 0.05 dex with those from the other lines.
Our calculations show that inelastic collisions with H i atoms as treated by BBSGF produce significant thermalization effect on the SE of Mg i in the atmospheres of VMP stars and improve Mg abundance determinations compared with the case of pure electronic collisions. To understand remaining discrepan- cies between different lines, one, probably, needs to go beyond the 1D analysis. The models based on hydrodynamical calculations (3D models) show, on average, lower temperatures outside log τ 5000 = −1 compared with those in the corresponding 1D model, for example, by 1 000 K at log τ 5000 = −2 in the 4858/2.2/−3 model, according to Collet et al. (2007) . For VMP giants, these are exactly the layers where line core of the Mg ib lines forms.
For most atoms, formalism of Drawin (1968 Drawin ( , 1969 is still widely applied to simulate an additional source of thermalization in the atmospheres of cool stars by parametrized H i collisions. For Mg i, Barklem et al. (2012) compared in their Fig. 1 the quantum scattering rate coefficients at T = 6000 K with the results of the Drawin formula for five common bound-bound transitions. The Drawin/BBSGF rate ratio is close to unity for the 3p 3 P • -4s 3 S transition, but the Drawinian rates are one to four orders of magnitude larger for the remianing transitions. However, relatively large rates compared to those for excitation were obtained by BBSGF for the charge transfer processes. We find that they are larger compared to the Drawinian rates for ionization from the excited levels above 3p 1 P • , especially from the 4s 1 S state, where the difference is about four orders of magnitude at T = 6000 K. It is worth noting that the Drawin/BBSGF rate ratios are only weakly sensitive to temperature variation.
We employed the Drawinian rates scaled by a factor of S H = 0.1 to determine magnesium abundances of the investigated stars (Table 4 ). The changes in collisional rates result in different effects for different lines in different stars. For example, the use of accurate Mg+H collision data and scaled Drawinian rates leads to very similar results for Mg i 4571, 4703, and 5528 Å in the model 6350/4.09/−2.08. For the cool giant model, the departures from LTE are larger when applying the BBSGF rates. However, nowhere the difference between using these two recipes exceeds 0.1 dex. This is smaller or similar to a line-to-line scatter for stellar abundance determinations including the present one. The NLTE calculations were performed for a small grid of model atmospheres with hydrogenic collisions taken into account following BBSGF and Drawin (1968 Drawin ( , 1969 . The obtained NLTE corrections are presented in Table 5 . Their inspection will help the user to decide whether the Mg abundances determined earlier using the Drawinian rates should be revised. This depends on which spectral lines were employed in analysis and what was the range of stellar parameters.
Conclusions
We summarize our findings.
1. For each of four investigated A-type stars, the use of g f -values of Chang & Tang (1990) provides consistent within 0.05 dex NLTE abundances from Mg i 4703 Å, 5528 Å, and Mg ib. The difference between different lines increases up to 0.11 dex, when employing experimental g f -values of Aldenius et al. (2007) for the Mg ib lines.
2. We recommend to apply the corrections ∆ log Γ 6 = −0.3 and −0.2 for Mg i 4703 Å and 5528 Å, respectively, to the ABO van der Waals damping constants, to remove the abundance discrepancy between different solar Mg i lines.
3. Inelastic collisions with H i atoms as treated by Barklem et al. (2012) serve as efficient thermalizing process for the SE of Mg i in the atmospheres of metal-poor stars. The use of new collisional data improves Mg abundance determinations for HD 84937 and HD 122563, though does not remove completely the difference in abundance between different lines.
